Customer Notes

16826 International Boulevard, SeaTac, WA 98188
(206) 244-2400 www.finishline-detail.com
*Located inside the MasterPark Garage*

Vehicle Size
			
100%
Hand Wash
Detail Services
Wash / Vacuum / Windows
Hand Wash / Hand Wax
Wash / Vac. / Win. / Wax
Interior Detail
Hand Wash
Hand Wash / Hand Wax

Small
Coupes
Sedans

Medium
Large
Wagons
Trucks
Small SUVs Mini Vans
Med. SUV
Large SUVs

XL
Lifted
2500+
F250+

75
75
100
175
+30
+70

85
85
110
185
+35
+80

95
95
120
200
+40
+90

120
120
170
200
+60
+110

Exterior Detail - Buff & Polish 175
Vacuum / Windows
+30
Full Detail
325

185
+35
350

200
+40
375

275
+40
450

Mandatory Dog Hair Charge
Wash / Vacuum / Window
+10
Interior / Full
+20

+10
+20

+10
+20

+10
+20

Additional Labor (see rear)
Up to one hour
50
Up to two hours
100
Call me first
Specialty Services
Head Light Restoration (Per pair) 75
Ozone Treatment
1 Hour
25
2 Hour
40

50
100

50
100

50
100

75

75

75

25
40

25
40

25
40

SUV Size
Small SUV: Generally speaking if a 6’ tall man needs the assistance of a step stool or ladder to either
wash or polish the SUV’s roof than the SUV is NOT considered small. This is not an absolute rule and
we reserve the right to make SUV size determinations. Vehicles with 3 rows of seating will most
always be considered a “Large”. “XL vehicles size prices apply to vehicles larger than a standard
full-size truck or SUV. Examples of XL size vehicles include; F-250, RAM 2500, Lifted trucks or SUV’s.”
Disclaimer
FinishLine will not be liable for damages that occur with normal described procedures.
Vacuum / Window and Hand Wash services are not available on their own. It is the responsibility of the customer to inform FinishLine of any recent body work, interior fabric or leather
dying, or any other such repairs. Finished details are parked on an interior wall. This is an open
air garage, meaning there may be a light amount of pollen, dust, and fog/mist present on
finished details. Vehicles are detailed rain or shine. We generally perform services one calendar day
before the customer’s scheduled return date. We make every effort to complete every service
requested, even same day returns. Stays of 48 hours or less do not always allow us enough
time to complete a service, especially during holidays, school breaks, and three day weekends.
When the weather is below freezing, detailing on the outside of vehicles is no longer possible.
Additional Labor / Time Allotment
The time allotment allows us to clean your average dirty vehicle entirely. Only extremely dirty /
over-sized vehicles require additional labor. We will stop the service at our maximum time allotment
unless the customer requests additional labor. Time spent removing and replacing vehicle contents
is counted towards the time allotment. Common examples that would require extra labor to clean the
vehicle entirely and to satisfaction include: Animal/Kid cars, Smokers, Paint Oxidation, Tar/Sap/Road
Paint/Overspray Removal.
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Premium Hand Wash
Hand washed using soft wool mitts and a heated pressure washer.
Wheels, white walls, and wheel lips cleaned thoroughly with special
attention spent on chrome exhaust tips, lettering, and emblems.
Finished with our special spray on / rinse off Jet Wax, dried with our
non-scratch shammys towels, and treated with our long lasting tire
shine. Does not remove sap, tar, road paint, or all bug guts.
Allotted time: 35/40/45 minutes.
Vacuum/ Window
This is a quick, maintenance level service. Windows are cleaned
inside and out including your window tops, rear view mirror, sunroof,
and vanities using tint safe cleaner. All cracks and crevices of the
front center console, doors, seats and cup holders are quickly air
gunned to remove most dust and loose debris. Rubber floor mats
sprayed clean using our heated pressure washer. Cloth seats, floors,
mats, and trunk vacuumed.
Allotted time: 35/40/45 minutes
Please note more than a nominal amount of dog hair or pines
needles will result in a $10 dollar increase of the base price.
Hand Wax
We hand apply and remove high quality carnauba wax on all painted
surfaces to help protect and preserve your vehicles finish. Does not
remove scratches and swirls.
Allotted time: 30/35/40
Interior Detail
All Cloth Seats and carpets shampooed. Plastic and leather surfaces
scrubbed clean. Rubber and cloth floor mats pressure washed
clean. Windows cleaned inside and out. Door jams cleaned with
heated pressure washer. Interiors are dried using the vehicles heater
system coupled with our high powered industrial fans. Vehicles with
less than 1/8 tank of gas may be susceptible to a fueling charge of
up to $25. Dog Hair will increase the base cost by 20 dollars.
Allotted time: 2.5/3/3.5 hours
Exterior Stage - Buff and Polish
Begins with our Hand Wash. Up to 30 min of clay bar removing sap,
road tar, and bug guts. Machine polished to remove most scratches
and bring out a high gloss finish. Additional polishing step for a finer
finish removing deeper scratches and oxidation. Hand waxed. All
exterior plastics below the window line are dressed using our plastic
protectant. Chrome and glass cleaned.
Allotted time: 3.5/4/4.5 hours
Full Detail
Complete Interior and Exterior Detail combined at a
discounted rate.
Allotted time: 6/7/8 hours

Ozone Treatment
A powerful method of odor elimination without the use of chemicals
or masking deodorizers. Great for dog cars, smokers, or any pesky
odor. We place our powerful ozone machine inside your vehicle and
let it do its magic. It can leave a slight chlorine like smell that may
persist for up to a day or two. This is normal. No chemicals or cleaners are used for this service.
This service works best with our complete interior detail as it usually
allows us to remove the odor at its source. This service works great
for most vehicles but we cannot guarantee complete odor removal.
Headlight Restoration
Cleans, brightens, and protects headlights for better appearance and
performance.
Disclaimer
FinishLine will not be liable for damages that occur with normal described
procedures. It is the responsibility of the customer to inform FinishLine of
any recent body work, interior fabric or leather dying, or any other such
repairs. Finished details are parked on an interior wall. This is an open air
garage, meaning there may be a light amount of pollen, dust, and fog/mist
present on finished details. Vehicles are detailed rain or shine. We generally
perform services one calendar day before the customer’s scheduled return
date. We make every effort to complete every service requested, even same
day returns. Stays of 48 hours or less do not always allow us enough time
to complete a service, especially during holidays, school breaks, and three
day weekends. When the weather is below freezing, detailing on the outside
of vehicles is no longer possible.
Additional Labor / Time Allotment
The time allotment allows us to clean your average dirty vehicle entirely.
Only extremely dirty / over-sized vehicles require additional labor. We will
stop the service at our maximum time allotment unless the customer requests additional labor. Time spent removing and replacing vehicle contents
is counted towards the time allotment. Common examples that would
require extra labor to clean the vehicle entirely and to satisfaction include:
Animal/Kid cars, Smokers, Paint Oxidation, Tar/Sap/Road Paint/Overspray
Removal.
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